
 

Learn From A Chef ã2020 

Learn From A Chef Sample Class Options 
 
(descriptions & pictures in the following pages) 
 
Savory: 

• Cajun Shrimp & Grits 
• Ginger Scallion Noodle with Black Bass 
• Hong Kong Style Shrimp Toast 
• Dim Sum At Home - Bánh Cuốn 
• Japanese Comfort Food: Oyakodon 
• Homemade Pasta: Gnocchi & Fresh Pesto 
• Korean BBQ + How to Enjoy Ssam Properly At Home 
• Gnudi: Tuscan Ricotta Dumplings 
• Estela’s Summer Squash Salad w/ Pine Nut Miso 
• Lao Mai Fan (Chinese Sausage & Sticky Rice with Lettuce Cup)  
• Roasted Pork Chop w/ Summer Pear 

 
 

Pastry & baking: 
• Almond Horns 
• Blueberry Basil Cheesecake Bars 
• French Pastry: Sweet Galettes 
• Pastry Time: Biscuits & Jam 
• Classic Tiramisu 
• New Orleans Beignets 
• Pate a choux: Profiteroles 
• Pao de Queijo (Brazilian Cheese Bread)  
• Apple Hand Pies with Salted Caramel Drizzle 
• Better than Magnolia's: Butterscotch Banana Pudding 

 
 

Cocktail: 
• Summer Apéritif 
• Clear Spirits Happy Hour 
• Technique Basics - Stirred vs. Shaken 
• Frose & Frozen  
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Savory 
 

• Cajun Shrimp & Grits 

 
 
Come take a trip down to Charleston! We will be cooking a dish that has been prepared 
since the late 1600s, and throwing in some Cajun flavors from Louisiana. 
 

• Ginger Scallion Noodle with Black Bass 

 
 
Learn to make a classic and intoxicating Chinese condiment that you'll want to throw on 
top of everything. In this case, we'll pair it with fresh ramen noodles and a beautiful 
crispy skinned and flaky black bass.    
 

• Hong Kong Style Shrimp Toast 

 
 
Learn to make this classic Chinese dim sum and brunch item. Perfect for mornings or a 
snack anytime of the day. Crispy shrimpy goodness. 
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• Dim Sum At Home - Bánh Cuốn 

 
 
Dim sum at home? Sign us up! Bánh Cuốn, or steamed Vietnamese rice roll, is a classic 
dim sum item and what Chef Greg grew up eating. It seems really difficult to make, but 
can actually be achieved fairly easily at home if you know the techniques. Traditionally 
eaten for breakfast, it’s delicious at any time of the day. 

 
• Japanese Comfort Food: Oyakodon 

 
 
Translated to “parent and child”, oyakodon is traditionally a Japanese rice bowl dish with 
chicken and egg simmered in dashi. Chef Derek will teach variations of making it with 
ramen noodles, as well as how to make dashi from scratch! New level comfort food. 
 
 

• Homemade Pasta: Gnocchi & Fresh Pesto 

 
 
Chef Alex honed his craft at some of the world's best restaurants, including Noma, 
Alinea, and Eleven Madison Park. One of his favorite things to make is gnocchi and fresh 
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pesto, all from scratch. Learn his signature recipes at home and satisfy your quarantine 
pasta cravings! 
 
 

• Korean BBQ + Ssam  

 
 
Chef Andrew’s cooking combines his Michelin star training and his Korean heritage. 
Learn how to have a KBBQ party at home from the pro. This class will teach you how to 
make a quick pickle, Korean style steamed egg, grilled pork belly, scallion salad, and the 
proper way to enjoy ssam. 
 
 

• Gnudi: Tuscan Ricotta Dumplings 

 
 
Learn how to make fluffy Tuscany ricotta gnudi right in your home kitchen! Chef Derek 
has been rolling gnudi during his times at Boulevard in San Francisco. With a light 
creamy soubise sauce & wilted spinach. Simple, great for spring, and fun to make! 

 
 

• Estela’s Summer Squash Salad w/ Pine Nut Miso 

 
 
Estela's famous summer squash salad with pine nuts and miso is praised by both the 
Michelin Guide and New York Times, as a perfect example to cook with vegetable 
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umami. Learn how to make this classic at home with Estela Chef Greg Wong! Flavorful, 
refreshing, perfect for the spring 
 
 

• Lao Mai Fan (Chinese Sausage & Sticky Rice with Lettuce Cup)  

 
 
Specializing in Pan-Asian cuisine, Chef Greg's cooking combines his Michelin-star training 
and his heritage. Lao Mai Fan is a beloved recipe passed down in Chef Greg's family. 
Learn to make this classic dish from South China, and learn to work Asian condiments 
into your cooking! 
 
 

• Roasted Pork Chop w/ Summer Pear 

 
 
Want to learn how to get that beautiful golden crust on your pork chop? Come into the 
virtual kitchen and let loose & cook with Chef Derek as we create this dish: Roasted pork 
chop with summer peaches, brussel sprouts, silky mashed potatoes, with a rosemary & 
sage sauce.  
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Pastry & baking 

 
• Almond Horns 

 
 
A Wilson family classic, the Almond Horns recipe is passed down by Chef’s Olivia great 
Oma. They are delicious buttery almond cookies that you can mix by hand. Super festive, 
homey, and sure to delight your next (virtual) dinner party! 
 

• Blueberry Basil Cheesecake Bars 

 
 
Learn how to make delicious, and crowd-pleasing cheesecake bars with blueberry basil 
compote in under an hour! Together, we will make this gorgeous dessert and learn the 
tricks to a successful cheesecake. 
 
 

• French Pastry: Sweet Galettes 
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A freeform crusty cake, galette is a classic French pastry that can be made with a variety 
of toppings. Learn how to make the dough from scratch, and how to achieve the best 
flavor combo no matter you like sweet or savory. Plus, ultra Instagram friendly! 

 
 

• Pastry Time: Biscuits & Jam 

 
 
Have a cozy breakfast in with homemade biscuits and jam! Learn Chef’s secret to the 
perfect flaky layers & sweet, tangy flavors!  
 
 

• Classic Tiramisu 
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Learn how to make this classic Italian treat for the perfect dessert showstopper! Creamy, 
chocolatey, and more, this tiramisu is both an easy and impressive dish to end any meal 
with! 
 

• New Orleans Beignets 

 
 
Transport yourself to New Orleans and learn how to make beignets in your own kitchen! 
These beignets are the perfect pair for a great cup of coffee or hot chocolate. With no 
yeast and easy to follow steps, you will be churning them out like Cafe Du Monde in no 
time! 
 

• Pate a choux: Profiteroles 

 
 
Learn the classic, versatile dough used for cream puffs and eclairs! We will also cover a 
range of filling options, for the most fluffy and luxurious treats that are sure to impress 
your whole household! 
 

• Pao de Queijo (Brazilian Cheese Bread)  
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Light, airy, fluffy! Learn to make Pao de Queijo (Brazilian Cheese Bread) with Chef 
Adriana (3-time Chopped champion & Executive Chef at the James Beard Award winning 
restaurant De Maria). Easy to master & sure to impress. Also, it's healthy & gluten free! 
 
 

• Apple Hand Pies with Salted Caramel Drizzle 

 
 
Learn to make a classic apple hand pies with delicious salted caramel sauce at home! 
Create the perfect pie crust, make your own caramel sauce, and more with this delicious, 
crowd-pleasing dessert. 
 
 

• Better than Magnolia's: Butterscotch Banana Pudding 

 
 
Recreate an iconic dessert at one of NYC's most popular bakeries - and make it better! 
Learn Chef’s crowd favorite banana pudding recipe, with several variations to spice it up 
as well!  
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Cocktail 
 
• Summer Apéritif 

 

 
 
Learn how to make two classic and refreshing cocktail - Aperol Spritz and Boulevardier - 
that's perfect for your virtual summer dinner parties! Led by CMS Certified Sommelier & 
Mixologist Gabe Corbella, this session will also cover Apéritif basics that you can apply to a 
range of other liquor. 
 

 
 
• Clear Spirits Happy Hour 

 
 

Nothing but the classics! Join the virtual happy hour with CMS Certified Sommelier & 
Mixologist Gabe Corbella and learn how to build a Margarita and a Negroni. You'll also learn 
multiple variations to give the classics a unique twist; you may just as well find your next 
"signature drink" ;) 
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• Technique Basics - Stirred vs. Shaken 

 
 
Explore the two most popular methods of constructing classic cocktails - stirred vs. shaken! With 
5+ years of experience in the jazziest craft cocktail bars in Austin, Mixologist Colin will also cover 
the science behind each method, and what to choose for a wide range of future cocktails! 
 

 
 

• Frose & Frozen  
 

 
 
Blend away and sip into the Tropical sunset with these cocktails! In this class we will be 
making a fun frose and a classic Pina Colada, to recreate fun summer memories even in 
isolation. 

 


